
Higher-Order Thinking Skills
in Mathematics Textbooks

Despite the lip service that publishers have given to
thinking skills, math textbooks have had a poor track
record for the last 25 years. Until this situation is
rectified, educators are going to have to rely on
supplementary methods and materials.

Barbra Marenw ere

tudent acquisition of problem
solving and higher-order think-
ing skills has long been a goal of

schools in general and of mathematics
educators specifically Thus, it is im
perative that the tools we use to teach
those skills he equal to the challenge
of this goal

In 1984 Steven Willoughby, Presi
dent of the National Council of Teach-
ers of Mathematics, averred that the
most important factor in determining

what mathematics is taught is the text-
book used" U nfortunatelv, mathemat
ics textbooks are not doing enough to
actively involve students in the devel-
opment, practice, and acquisition of
higher-order thinking skills

Analytical Tool and
Procedures
Based on a studv of earlier schemes
for analyzing and evaluating textbooks
(Maxwell. 1921; Franzen and Knight,
1922; Fowlkes, 1923; NCTM Commit-
tee on Aids for Evaluators of Text-
books. 1965, Eash, 1969; Trueblcx)d
andJansson, 1973), 1 designed an anal-
ysis scheme to overcome some of
their weaknesses and to be consistent
with the needs of educational evalua
tors and purchasers. One such need is
the availability of descriptive data to
use in their decision-making and se
lection process
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The analytical tox)l consists of four
lists, which, when accompanied by
decision rules. enable analvsts to clas-
sify printed instructional materials ac-
cording to type of content, level of
cognitive activity, stage of mastery, and
mode of response. Because of the
interest in higher order thinking skills,
I will highlight only the "cognitive
level of student tasks" portion of the
analysis system. (See Nicelv, 1970, for
complete descriptions of the other
three components )

The cognitive level list contains 27
verbs grouped into nine categories
and arranged in an ordinal scale (Fig-
ure 1). Each of the nine categories
(plus an additional category. "No Task;
Observe; Read") was assigned a one-
digit code, and each verb was specifi-
callv defined so that analysts could
accurately classify the printed material
based on what it actually meant and
not necessarily what the textbook au-
thor might call it. For instance, an
author might use "solve" to describe a
varietv of behaviors at different levels
of complexirs

With assistance from two of my stu-
dents, I applied the cognitive level list
to the "complex numbers" portion of
secondary school mathematics text-
books printed between 1961 and 1984,
and to the 'decimals" portion of ele-
mentary (grades 3 through 6) text-
books printed in the mid-1980s. These
comprehensive mathematical topics
allowed us to examine how the text-
book authors would actively involve
students at a variety of cognitive levels

throughout the stages of readiness,
development, practice, demonstration.
overlearning. and enrichment, as a
mathematical concept was developed
in its entiretv.

The textbooks selected were in
wide use across the United States and
were representative of textbooks that
were popular at the time they were
printed Because the National Advisorn
Committee on Mathematics Education
(19'5) had reported that students read
verv little of the textual material in a
mathematics textbook, we focused on
only those situations in the books
where students could be activelh in-
volved in their learning and make an
overt response The Committee had
found that textbooks were used pri-
marily as a source of problems.

Results of Textbook Analysis
The 1960s. Myv analysis of the com-

plex numbers portion of the textbooxks

published in the 1960s revealed that
the number of overt responses that
required some sort of cognitive proc-
ess ranged from a low of 210 to a high
of 961. The average number of oppor-
tunities for students to be activelv in-
volved in learning this particular con-
tent was 458 instances per book.

In all of these textbooks. 62 percent
or more of the problems/tasks were
iterative (level 2). The average amount
of iterative behaviors per book was
slightly more than -5 percent. Rela-
tively few behaviors, other than iterate.
appeared more than 10 percent of the
time. One book had 18 percent at the
application level, while another had 11
percent at that level. All others were
significantly lower in terms of applica-
tion and similarly complex behaviors.
Only one book had more than 3 per-
cent hypothesizing and generalization.
and several books had no behaviors at
that level.
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Fpw 1. CopTw Veft a" Ced.
La amd Cod W Ve
Level 0 No Task; Obsewve; ReId
Level 1 Recll; Recognize; Repeat; Copy (i;e, R.prduce
Level 2 Iterate
Level 3 Compre; Substitute
Level 4 Cao (Clsiy, Group); J sI (EilI)
Level 5 Apply; Relate; Convert (Tramndal; Sydbefi; Siras

(Abtract); Decribe
Level 6 Justify (Support); Explain (Inteq); Analyze
Level 7 Hypothesize meori; Slh e (Oqratn,, Strtlcte);

Generalize (Inducm ; Deduo
Level 8 Prove; Solve; Test (Experment); Design
Level 9 Evaluate
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Several textbooks had a variety of justification, synthesis and generaliza-
(at least seven) cognitive levels, and uon, and proof In contrast, one book
two had 12 to 15 percent of their total had 98 percent of student behaviors in
behaviors in the areas of analysis and just one level-iterate None of the

books had student tasks that required
evaluative (level 9) behaviors (Nicely,
1970 and 1981).

The 1970s. The analysis of the com-
plex numbers portion of textbooks
that were printed in the 1970s re-
vealed that the range of overt respons-
es that required some sort of cognitive
process ranged from a low of 112 to a
high of 444. The average number of
opportunities for students to be active-
ly involved in their learning about
complex numbers was 263 instances
per book.

In all of the textbooks, at least 66
percent of the problems/tasks were
iterative ( level 2). The average amount
of iterative behavior per book was 81
percent. In only two books did behav-
iors other than iterate appear more
than 10 percent of the time. These two
books devoted 15 to 17 percent of the
student tasks to behaviors at the cate-
gorizing level. Only two books had
many (5 to 8 percent) behaviors at the
analysis and justification, synthesis and
generalization, and proof levels One
book had 100 percent of student be-
haviors in the iterate level Again, no
books contained student tasks that re-
quired evaluative behaviors (Nicely,
1984).

The 1980s The analysis of the com-
plex numbers portion of the textb(x)ks
published in the mid-1980s revealed
that the number of overt responses
that required some sort of cognitive
process ranged from a low of 216 to a
high of 474 The average number of
opportunities for students to he active-
ly involved in learning this particular
content was 325 instances per book

In all of the textbooks, at least 77
percent of the problems/tasks were
iterative with the average amount of
iterative activin, more than 86 percent
per book. Again, in only two books did
behaviors other than iterate appear
more than 10 percent of the time.
These two books devoted 10 percent
and 12 percent of the overt student
tasks to behaviors at the prove level
No books contained opportunities for
students to operate at the highest lev-
el-evaluate (Nicely, Bobango, and Fi
ber, 1984)

Some trends are apparent across the
decades. The densish-or the number
of opportunities for students to he
actively involved in learning about
complex numbers--decreased sub-
stantially from the 1960s to the 1970s
and then increased slightly in the
1980s-but not nearly to the extent
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that was evident in the 1960s (Figure
2)

Figure 3 illustrates how the relative
emphasis on lower order (levels 1. 2,
3,. and 4) cognitive behaviors in-
creased from about 84 percent in the
1960s to more than 93 percent in the
1970s, and then decreased to 90 per-
cent in the 1980s There was a con-
comitant decrease in the emphasis on
higher-order (levels 5. 6, '. and 8)
cognitive behaviors-from 16 percent
in the 1960s to - percent in the 1970s
and then to 10 percent in the 1980s.
The recent texts show a slight in-
crease, although not a return to the
1960s level

To determine what happened with a
single textbook over time, we exam-
ined three textbooks, each of which
was published by the same company
in all three decades and still had at
least one of the original authors. Fig-
ures 4 and 9 illustrate the results

Figure 4 shows that the number of
problems in Book A increased in each
succeeding time period, while the
number of problems requiring stu-
dent action in Book 1 decreased sub-
stantiallv from the 1960s to the 197 0s

and continued to decline slightly into
the 1980s. The number of exercises in
Book C decreased from the 1960s to
197 0s but then increased in the 1980s
edition to a level higher than that
found in the 1960s However, it is still
lower in the 1980s than either of the
other two were in the 1960s.

Figure 5 illustrates that the empha-
sis on lower-order cognitive behaviors
in all three books is similar to the
patterns described for all of the books
analyzed. In each case. the emphasis
on higher-order cognitive behaviors
decreased from the 1960s to the 1970s
followed by a slight upswing in the
1980s edition. Book A went from 23
percent to 1 percent to 19 percent
higher-order behaviors; Book B went
from 21 percent to 4 percent to 7
percent; and Book C went from 11
percent to - percent to 9 percent
There was a concomitant increase in
the number of lower-order behaviors
from the 1960s to the 19'0s followed
by a slight decrease in the 1980s.
However. the relative amount of anen-
tion paid to higher-order behaviors is
still not at the level seen in the 1960s
editions.

A new study (Nicely. Fiber, and Bo-
bango, 1984) indicated that recently
published elementary school mathe-
matics textbooks also tend to empha-
size lower-order cognitive behaviors
when teaching decimals. Most of the
problems designed for students in the
textbook series at the grade levels
analy2ed were at the iterate level. With
one exception-a 3rd grade book in
one series-less than 14 percent of the
problems were at the application lev-
el. All four series offered enrichment
activities in grades 4, 5, and 6, but most
of these activities would require only
iterative behavior on the part of the
students.

Comprehensive Mathematics
Instruction
The evidence gathered regarding math-
ematics textbooks supports Bloom's
(1984) contention that "teachers in the
U.S. typically use textbooks that rarely
pose real problems." One corrective
measure would be for publishers to
employ instructional designers to
work with the mathematicians and
mathematics educators who write the
books. Instructional designers would
bring the technical competence need-
ed to develop materials that require
problem-solving and other higher-or-
der intellectual skills. The decision to
take such steps would be a major
financial risk for publishers because
they are sensitive to the market and trv
to provide what the consumers want.
The uncertainty lies with what the
educational market really wants. Is the
attention to problem-solving and high-
er-order skills just a fad. or is it here to
stax-?

Are teachers, administrators, and in-
structional supervisors serious about
helping students acquire those impor-
tant skills? Goodlad asserted that the
schools in his study did not appear to
be helping students develop those
abilities commonl- listed as intellectu-
al development and that only "rarely
did we find evidence to suggest that
instruction was likel- to go much be-
vond mere possession of information"
(1983).

If our goal is to help students ac-
quire higher-order thinking skills, then
teachers, curriculum committees, and
people responsible for staff develop-
ment will have to supplement the
commercially available textbooks as
they plan for effective mathematics
instruction. Staff development pro-
grams (see the September 1984 issue
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of Educational Leadersbo) can be an
asset to teachers and supervisors who
value thinking skills, but our curricu-
lum and staff development efforts must
be reflected in comprehensive ap-
proaches that include an emphasis on
both instructional materials and the
teaching processes used.]
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THE BOOK PRINCIPALS ARE TALKING ABOUT!
A REQUIRED TOOL FOR

YOUR PRINCIPALS' INSTITUTE!

"a valuable resource..."
"succinctly described hey themes and ideas in the research on

the principal... "
"written in practitioner language, so it is understandable..."
"presented in a way that can be easily and quickly read."

Pam Robbins, Director, Research Projects
Napa County Schools, California

".. the monograph reinforces and details what is meant by
instructional leadership"

". . a good synthesis of research"
". . easily read by busy practitioners"
". easy to follow and sensible... "

Lawrence Lezotte,
Michigan State University

Topics include:
* Key Ideas from Recent Research
* Portraits of Two Principals at Work
* Principal's Self-Assessment Checklist
* Annotated Bibliography

Copies may be obtained from:
Instructional Improvement Institute
8503 Valleyfield Road
Lutherville, Maryland 21093
Single copies-S9.00
Five or more-S8.00
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